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• Acknowledge the critical nature of Talent Management current state, 
outlook and challenges across UC 
 

• Establish discipline and best practices around a culture of talent 
management 
 

• Facilitate conversation and development of succession strategies to 
prepare future leaders for management and leadership across UC 
 

• Establish diversity as a key pillar to our talent management strategy 
 

• Provide tools, systems, process and best practices that prepare us 
for internal and external environmental changes. 

Talent Management and Staff 
Development Strategic Focus 2015-2019 
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Why Organizational Readiness? 
Organization Readiness is the means by which 
organizations anticipate and secure an adequate 
supply of talent for future needs. 
 
Because of the broad scope of the topic, it is 
useful to consider organization 
readiness/succession and a series of related 
processes, which together promote continuity of 
leadership within an organization.  

 



Why Organizational Readiness? 
Major components include: 
• Establishing proper organizational foundations 

for succession management, 
• Linking talent strategy to organization strategy, 
• Identifying rising talent, 
• Developing talent, 
• Deploying talent to balance short-and long-term 

goals, 
• Retaining key talent, 
• Measuring system effectiveness 

 



Why Organizational Readiness? 

Organization readiness planning is a 
formalized process for assessing talent 
strength throughout  the organization which 
seeks to minimize risk by preventing not 
only immediate job vacancies but also 
pipeline shortages. 

 
    [Corporate Leadership Council Research] 

 
 



Organizational readiness – what are the 
challenges? 

• “Talent shortage” was ranked among the highest factors driving the need for a more 
agile workforce 
 

• As older workers begin to leave the workforce, however, employers will likely find 
themselves struggling to fill vacancies they leave behind.  
 

“Never in history have workers over the age of 55 had the concentration in the 
workforce they have today,” says Matt Ferguson, CareerBuilder CEO and co-author of 
The Talent Equation. “However, employers will have to plan for vacancies when this 
group inevitably retires, which could quickly create new skills gaps  in several fields” 

 
• The post-recession candidate is demanding more flexibility and a better work-life 

balance, so businesses’ HR strategies need to adapt accordingly. 
 

The Deloitte Global Human Capital Trends 2014 on Engaging the 21st-century 
workforce report revealed millennials are predicted to make up 75% of the global 
workforce by 2025, and many "don’t want a career, they want an experience". According 
to the research they want to be creative, run their own businesses, and expect an 
accelerated career. 



Organizational readiness – what are the 
challenges? 

Remain actively committed to mentoring and coaching talent to build the needed bench strength 
for the University: 

• 81% of HIPO programs are used to build a pipeline for succession management. 
(Corporate Leadership Council, July 2012) 
 

• Formal HIPO programs increase engagement and retention of identified HIPO 
employees, therefore, securing the next generation of senior leadership. (Corporate 
Leadership Council, July 2012) 

 
What defines a HIPO? 

 High potential leaders, or HIPOs as they are sometimes called, are individual contributors or 
managers who could perform successfully in leadership roles that are one to two levels above 
their current roles, ideally over the next two to five years. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HIPOS MIGHT LOOK DIFFERENTWhat’s your mental image of what the typical high-potential looks like? Male, mid-to-late 30’s, works long hours, and maybe even looks like you?The problem with unconscious bias is that it’s unconscious. A team of senior leaders discussing the characteristics of high potential use themselves as a reference point. Objective assessment criteria and data, force organizations and leaders to think of potential differently.Can I be high potential at age 50? Do I have to work full-time? As work practices and models evolve in the changing world of work, so too will expectations of what potential looks like. Why can’t a part-time employee, or a 50 year old with perhaps 20 years more working life, be high potential? Drawing HIPOs from an already limited pool (young, works long hours) risks constraining the organization's ownpotential to gain strategic advantage through people capability.
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1. Career 
Drive & 

Aspiration 

• Proactively seek new 
      learning opportunities 
• Open to new experiences 
• Highly self actualized 
• Possess good self regard 
• Confident in their abilities, 

choices and direction 

• Strategic Agility 
• Interpersonal Agility 
• Operational Agility 

• Network with the right people 
• Demonstrate their abilities in a positive way 
• Have a presence in the organization 

Selecting HIPOs 

(Right Management – 2013) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To ensure a reliable process of selecting HIPO talent we recommend that three factors should bemeasured for each candidate. By ensuring that the candidate has career drive, including mobility,we know this person has the ambition and flexibility to invest in their growth and development fora future leadership role with the company. Understanding a person’s career aspirations allows thecompany to better chart a career path for each HIPO candidate. We now live in a one-size-fits oneworld, so using the same career path options for younger, talented professionals no longerworks. It is also important that the candidate demonstrates consistent high performance in theircurrent role. We prefer to see consistent job performance over a minimum two year period andacross two direct managers. Finally, leadership agility has emerged to be the strongest predictorfor how well leader candidates will do working at a level above their current role. The more flexibleand adaptive leaders are, the more likely they are to succeed. While we believe that learningagility is a key success factor for leadership, we think agility must also be applied to successfullylead strategy, execution and interpersonal relations. The rationale for agility is that the research isclear that high agility organizations far outperform industry peers on all measures including longterm financial performance. Agile organizations require agile leaders.1. Career Drive& Aspiration2. Agility3. Organizational Confidence& Work Performance



Organizational readiness – what are the 
challenges in the Higher Ed space? 

 Education staff have a higher level of satisfaction with camaraderie than with  
what they are receiving for opportunities in people management. 
 Education staff would be more happy and likely to stay if the employer provided  
More resources for mobility, collaboration, and innovation. 
 Education staff are expecting at least 3% increase for 2014. 
 
     (CEB , Global Workforce Report) 



Organizational readiness – what are the 
challenges for UC? 



Organizational readiness – what are the 
challenges for UC? 



The Goals of a Talent Planning and 
Review 
To implement a Strategic Focus on Organization Readiness and Talent 

Review within the University of California that: 
• Aligns with and Supports UC’s mission and initiatives 
• Focuses on Talent Identification and Development 
• Prepares Bench Strength 
• Supports Diversity  
• Understands and responds to our 

– Talent gaps 
– Talent risks 
– Critical openings 
– Critical positions 
 

Talent Review will help us to assess the talent strength of the  
organization, prepare a talent pipeline and prevent loss of critical talent.  
 

 



Views of Talent 

Performance Review  
 -based on annual goals, accomplishments, 

and skills (competencies) 
 - generally a look backwards; a lagging 

indicator 
 

Talent Reviews/Talent 
Planning 
- based on sustained performance over time, 

and perceived potential.  
 - a more nuanced view of current and future 

perspectives.  A planning tool. 
 



Talent Review Matrix 
A strategic  look at those who work for you 
Note: This matrix is a tool to help identify development needs, and to present a visual of the 
total group, with the end result of understanding bench strength for current and future needs. 
 



Sustained Performance 

Page 4 



Projected Next Job Level 

Page 5 



Practice Talent Discussion – Part A 

1. Review the three profiles for 
the unit assigned to your 
table on page 7 

2. Decide where you would 
place them on the matrix – 
using definitions on page 14 
& 15 

3. With the group at your 
table, spend 10 minutes 
discussing and agreeing 
where you would place 
each individual 

4. Complete development 
chart (from Donna’s IT 
work) 
 



Practice Example – School of Aeronautics 

Page 6 



Practice Talent Discussion – Part B 

• Present completed 
chart for School of A. 



Evaluate your team 

Page 8 



Development Approaches 

NF/P Not Full Performance (or New to Role)/Promote 
• People recently promoted generally fall in this 

category.   
• Provide coaching for new role. 
• Redeploy if job fit is an issue 

  
NF/E Not Full Performance (or New to Role)/current 

Level Expand  
• Tight performance management is crucial here. 
• They have the ability to add skills but aren’t 

applying them. 
• Redeploy if job fit is an issue 

 
NF/C Not full Performance (or New to Role)/Current 

Level  
• Manage performance 
• Address skill training or coaching if needed. 
• Determine if individual or system issues are 

causing shortfall 
• Review support being provided and make 

determination. 
 

  
 



Development Approaches 

 S/P Solid Performance/Promote 
• Focus is on helping them improve their 

performance. 
• They shouldn’t be promoted to the next level until 

they’ve significantly increased their performance. 
• Give them stretch goals. 
• Ask more of them than you would their peers. 
• Encourage innovation to achieve these goals.  (If 

they achieve them, you have someone who has 
great upward mobility). 

S/E  Solid Performance/Current Level Expand 
• Performance improvement is the key here. 
• Consider for a bigger job when they deliver bigger 

results. 
• Stretch goals are appropriate for this group. 

 

S/C  Solid Performance/Current Level 
• Appreciate performance. 
• Provide coaching or development opportunities to 

improve potential and/or performance. 
• May be a mentor 

  
  

 



Development Approaches 

 E/P  Exceptional Performance/Promote 
• Give them a position with a great deal of room to grow 

so they can keep climbing a steep learning curve – the 
next level of leadership .  

• These people are stars. if you don’t move them quickly 
and continuously – or at least discuss what’s possible 
for them in your organization -  you’ll probably lose 
them. 
 

E/E  Exceptional Performance/Current Role Expand 
• Develop in ways that help them prepare for the next 

level. 
• Give stretch assignments in addition to their job that 

helps them acquire new skills, and perspectives of the 
next higher level. 

• Provide challenges from the boss’s desk – you can see 
if they can handle the work. 

• Development-based attention, new and challenging 
work, meaningful discussion all help to convey to this 
exceptional performer that they are appreciated. 

  
E/C  Exceptional Performance/Current Level 

• Seasoned pros should remain at their current levels. 
• Contributions should be recognized. 
• Involve in the training of others. 
• Pay attention to them so they maintain their 

performance. 
• Recognize the effort involved, and that you appreciate 

it. 
   
 
 



Risks 

Departures 
• Who is at risk for leaving your 

organization? 
• What is important to them? 
• When will you have a career 

discussion with them? 
• Where will you go to replace them? 

 



Risks 

Retirement 
• Who is in this category in your 

immediate organization? 
• Do you have someone to step into 

their place?   
• Are they ready now? 
• If no one – where will you go to 

replace them? 
• Can you begin this process now? 

 



Find out what THEY want 

Conversations are 
Critical 



For support with the talent management process 

Contact your campus Learning & 
Development Organization 



HOW TO IDENTIFY A FUTURE LEADER 
 

• They are passionate about the organization and what it 
does 

• People listen to them and follow their lead 
• They solve problems 
• They love what they do 
• They mentor, help, advise and encourage younger team 

members 
• They drive change 
• They will stand up to you 
• They can build co-operation 
• They get things done 
• They don’t play games 
• Les Hayman's Blog    APRIL 21, 2014  

 
 

http://leshayman.wordpress.com/


Corporate Leadership Council:  
https://clc.executiveboard.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also available through a systemwide membership is your access to the Corporate Leadership council. 



MERC (Manager Excellence Resource Center) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And through them is the MERC (Manager Excellence Resource Center)Even if your are not a manager you can access the center



10 Steps for Rising Leaders:  A Plan for Action 

• Maintain a Productive Relationship with Your Manager 
• Demonstrate Your Openness to Development  
• Actively Follow Through on Development Opportunities  
• Request Assignments That Build Your Long-Term 

Capabilities   
• Look for Development Opportunities in Your Current Role  
• Build Your Understanding of the Organization and Its Key 

Players 
• Develop Relationships with Other Leaders 
• Reflect on What You Learned from Key Experiences 
• Promote Your Own Accomplishments 
• Regularly Solicit Coaching and Feedback 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
10 Steps for Rising Leaders:  A Plan for ActionMaintain a Productive Relationship with Your Manager—Strive to be on good terms with your manager.  Respect his/her decisions and help him/her to develop as well. Demonstrate Your Openness to Development—Show that you are receptive to your manager’s coaching and feedback by:Admitting your need for improvementActively seeking feedback Being open to new ideas and suggestions  Actively Follow Through on Development Opportunities—Demonstrate that you will act on the input, coaching, and development opportunities you receive from your manager.  Your positive follow through is key to encouraging your manager to continue to invest in your development. Request Assignments That Build Your Long-Term Capabilities—Discuss with your manager the experiences you need to progress in your career, and solicit your manager’s help in getting exposure to those experiences. Look for Development Opportunities in Your Current Role—Regularly assess the extent to which your current role is helping you learn new things and demonstrate new capabilities.  If possible, look for projects or take on additional assignments in areas that are important for both your current performance and long-term development. Build Your Understanding of the Organization and Its Key Players—Ask your manager for guidance on understanding the broader organization and its key leaders. Develop Relationships with Other Leaders—Ask your manager to introduce you to other leaders in the organization who can help you with particular projects or serve as a mentor.  Ensure that your development plan includes steps you will take to build quality relationships with other leaders. Reflect on What You Learned from Key Experiences—Before you begin a new project or assignment, discuss with your manager the key capabilities you should expect to develop from the experience.  During and after the assignment, schedule time with your manager to discuss key insights you gleaned from the assignment.  This will enable you to capitalize on your learning experiences. Promote Your Own Accomplishments—Inform your manager of your biggest achievements so he/she can help others in the organization see your potential for leadership positions. Regularly Solicit Coaching and Feedback—Understand where your manager is most interested in coaching or teaching you and schedule time for his/her input.  Regularly ask for feedback and demonstrate your responsiveness to it.



Thank you! 
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